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Abstract 
Coffee has been known since 12th century but it has begun to serve as a drink in 14th century and it has created a unique space. 
This place is being known as coffeehouse. When it appeared it was a place for drink coffee but in fact it became a place for 
chatting and sharing problems with other people. After Yemen and Mecca; Egypt became the place of coffee as a beverage and 
accordingly an important place in the coffeehouse is widespread in Egypt. The formation and spread of coffee houses in Egypt 
was very early according to many parts of the Ottoman Empire. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In fact, coffeehouses when the first born in the Islamic world, have the characteristics of an institution that is felt 
their shortage but somehow have not occurred up till now. Previously, people had found their way to be together in a 
way and that togetherness had been through many sacred places. However, loyalists of the religious places, in 
accordance with structure, could not move freely and so they have longed for a place which is independent from 
religious field. 
Coffeehouses in the first periods, such as an informal educational institution were loaded different functions.  
For instance people have learned in these places behavior patterns, respect-love and the manners of chatting. This 
learning often takes place in a spontaneous manner. 
Then, having fun became the major activities in these places. In fact, the situation which is formulated in the 
form of "to enjoy" covers chatting and having fun. Most of the emerging types of recreation have been with the 
response of religious circles. This place has been called by most people as "place of entertainment". Coffeehouses 
have been named as “the schools of wisdom” and “public universities” because of their common occurrence and 
attracting people. 
Recognizing  of  the  Western  of  the  coffeehouses  has  been  through  Westerner  travelers  who  go  about  Islam  
around the world. There have been exaggerated expressions of Westerner travelers about coffeehouses they see as in 
any subject. This narrative style engendered the Western man to look at geography as “utopia”. Before too much 
time on hiatus, the drink and place where is "gathered around" began to be well-known and widespread in the West. 
As well as culture, arts, education in a way that the dominant elements. 
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The coffeehouses which are opened since the 16 mid-century, after a certain time of institutionalization were 
caught along the dimensions. Those who have different tastes, habits, world views, professions etc. have 
"accumulated" around different coffeehouses. 
In terms of fulfilling the functions, the coffeehouses can have opposite polarity. While the art is performed in 
some coffeehouses, it is dealt with literature in others. On the other hand while the commerce connection is made in 
some coffeehouses, the theatre is played and in some the instruments being played in others, the religious books are 
read in others. Even in some of those it is withdrew cannabis and in some the janissaries downed and reformed the 
state, sometimes in some of them the prostitution deal is done, or some is just to chat, and in some other 
coffeehouses there are just bickered. Therefore coffeehouses, in fact, are the concrete arenas which the positive and 
negative attitudes in society, attitudes, thoughts that are revealed. 
 
2. The Method 
 
In this paper ‘archive searching technique’ which is one of the basic information gathering techniques is used. 
Additionally, the paper holder’s three studies’ (YÕldÕz, 1996, 2002, 2007) results have been discussed and it has been 
tried to reach some new generalizations. Two of the three studies regarding to coffeehouses based on the field work. 
After having the paper holder’s works, there has been used in the paper some information and discussions published 
in different publications. In this paper, descriptive information is given about coffee and coffeehouses. It is focused 
on the ‘cafe institution’ and its informal aspect of education and also functional and / or dysfunctional aspects of 
coffeehouses are discussed. In the paper, as required by the comparison method, depending on the location or time, 
some comparisons have been made. 
 
3. The Spread of Coffee  
 
Humans are aware of the presence of coffee plants since the 11th.  It  is  expressed  that  the  person  who  first  
discovered the coffee is an Arab man called ùazili from Habeúistan. According to a statement, the two names (ùazili 
and ødris) belonged to the Arabs have found the coffee. Even the first time coffee was called ùazili.  According to 
another legend, the shepherd of the flock of goats and camels had noticed that animals showed vitality after eating 
the fruit of a tree and then they explained the situation to the dervishes. Dervish ùazili boiled the fruits of this tree 
and drank it and then saw the same vigour that has been said of him. There are quite a number of similar legends. 
On the other hand it is expressed that medieval medicine scholar Ibn-i Sina knew, loved and used the coffee in 
1000s. (Toros, 1998; 6-8). 
It is no doubts that the religious orders (tarikats) are at an important position to consume the coffee plants. 
Tarikats, particularly in Yemen, has an important place in the spread of coffee. The spread in countries like Egypt 
and Syria has also taken an important function (Hattox, 1996; 20-23). 
Coffee plants were being loaded to the ships in Yemeni port and then the most important destination was 
becoming the Cairo. With entering the coffee to the lives of people the coffee traders in Cairo had greatly increased 
their profits (Hattox, 1996; 64-65). In other cities of Egypt coffee, coffee drinking and coffee houses are common as 
well.  From  the  end  of  the  century  the  coffee  consumption  has  been  common  in  the  cities  outside  Cairo  such  as  
Alexandria, Damietta and Rosette as well. This condition is not seen very interesting, because Egypt is located on an 
important trade route. The coffee is sent to an almost all Mediterranean countries over Egypt. (Tuchscherer, 1999 
102). 
It is expressed by sources that beginning to drink coffee in Cairo is the first decade of the 16th century (1500-
1510). It is pointed out that the coffee has been drunk in Yemen's al-Azhar Mosque portion of Theology (Rivak al-
Yemen. (Heise, 2001; 18). 
Coffee is accessible to Istanbul, through the Muslim traders; Yemen, Jeddah, Cairo and Alexandria are through 
the city. The Coffee which comes to Istanbul by sea from Alexandria is distributed from Eminonu to Istanbul 
(Evren, 1996; 20-21). 
Before too long, as in Mecca, in Cairo, there have been some discussions about the coffee whether it is halal or 
haram. Al-Azhar took part in the opposition and gave the verdict about coffee in 1532/1533 and prohibited the 
coffee. In 1534/1535 a group of runagates (in Turkish, külhanbeyi) broke into some coffeehouses without the 
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knowledge of the authorities and beat many people who have sit down there. After coffee fans spilled into the street, 
the judge in Cairo took the side of the ulema that support the coffee. As a result, the ban had softened and the views 
which permitted coffee drinking had been reported (Hattox, 1996; 33-34). It has not been given strictly "forbidden" 
verdict about coffee since it is a different drink of wine and because of its prevalence of community-based. So, 
while all religious scholars have arrived at a decision about all kinds of wine that they forbidden to drink but there 
have not been a certain manner regarding coffee. This attitude has an important place in the increase of the rate of 
expansion of coffee and coffeehouses. 
After gaining prevalence of drinking coffee, three kinds of space have emerged. These are shops selling coffee, 
the coffee shops where the coffee is baked and served to more market which trades coffee, as well as coffeehouses 
where people are sitting and chatting. Coffee in the long run brought out its devices. These instruments are: coffee 
cup, coffee plates, coffee cabinets, coffee box, great coffee, coffee jug, coffee pot, coffee pitcher, coffee cooker, 
coffee spoon, coffee grinder, coffee cloth, coffee tray, bar, envelopes, sugar-bowl. 
 
4. The Spread of Coffeehouses 
 
After the wide-spread of drinking coffee it has been built a space for to drink coffee, it is called coffeehouse 
(kahvehane). Although it was consumed before in the houses by influence of tariqahs (religious order) it has been 
considered necessary to drink it by group. 
We read first information about the coffee houses built in Islam East world in the books of occidental travelers 
and writers. These travelers / writers described the coffeehouse are carried away by contemplating “magic oriental 
egotism”. But in this point the most interesting thing there is not a real analysis and a contemptible view and 
announcing some negative impressions. (Öztürk, 2005; 20-21). 
It was given 1511 as the apparition of the coffee houses. It is expressed that the first coffee house is opened near 
of a mosque in Mecca. By that it could be said that the mosques are determined the cadres of coffee houses in the 
beginning. The first customers of these coffeehouses were the habitual visitors of mosques, sellers, travelers and 
hajjis. After a short time the coffeehouses are opened in different cities of Arabica and in Cairo. (Gregoire-
Georgeon, 1999; 16). As many Muslims all around the world come to Hajj the coffee drink and as a place 
coffeehouses are known by hajjis and the coffee plant was carried to countries that they come. 
There was before a possibility of carriage by hajjis according officials registrations it was carried firstly in 1543 
to Istanbul. After 12 years, that is in 1555 the first coffee house is opened. It was known that Hâkim from Halep and 
ùems from Damascus opened the first coffeehouse.  This place is frequented by addicts and the aristocrats and draw 
attention. (Birsel, 1991; 12; Toros, 1998; 23).The addicts called this drink as “black pearl” in this place. 
The first prohibition of coffee in Mecca is practiced in 1511 by reason of that the people assembled for drinking 
coffee they could backbiting or a lot of crazy and thus it was a obstacle to go to the mosque. In fact the prohibition is 
aimed to the place of coffee house and all coffee house activities rather the coffee. In the beginning of the 
prohibition a lot of coffee is burnt in the street and seller of coffees were punished. The documents about this 
prohibition are communicated quickly to Cairo. (Hattox, 1996; 26-32). In “dissipation meetings” it was 
communicated from hand to hand like wine and it was considered similar wine as it was sec and cold it harms the 
body and there was a possibility of to be mixed by some harmful things by people who disturbed coffee and caused 
to blame the aristocrats and elegant people (AçÕkgöz, 1990; 1-4).  All forms of these causes are handled like a 
pretext of closing coffee house all these negatives aspects are expressed periodically by ùeyhulislam. 
In Ottoman towards the middle of 1600 the coffeehouses were not touched anyway, by long years these places 
considered as “corruption nest” (Erdo÷ru, 2002; 641-642). Thus there is an impression that these places obtained 
suddenly the liberty. In fact the life mode around coffeehouse could not be handled in religions prohibitions but any 
religious authority do not give permission (fetva) for these places. According to religious authorities these places 
can bring to the forbidden activities.   
In 1880’s documents It is seen that the state use coffeehouse for secret intelligence. In this date’s documents 2 
for three are obtained from coffeehouses (KÕrlÕ, 2000; 57-79). In some periods conform to the proverb “the earth has 
ear” nobody criticize the government in the house and in these places.  (Saraçgil, 1999; 27-40). 
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Like Istanbul, in Anatoly coffeehouses are the important places of culture life. Reúat Nuri, in his Anatolian 
Notes, mentioned a lot about the contribution of coffeehouses in Anatoly to national culture and to the public 
wisdom. (Ünver, 1962; 39-84). 
After the spread of coffee houses, a lot of kinds were appeared. These kinds are; the coffee house of open air, 
fisherman, boulevard, musical, treasurer, seaside, sellers, hashish user, strange people, khan, imaginer, patriot, cock 
fighters, rural workers, improvement, wharf, rural, camel foal, village, bird watcher, restaurant, guild, quarter of 
town, story teller, hookah (nargile), hotel, wrestler, early awakeners, district, traveler, addicts, pumper, festival, 
janissary (yeniçeri). 
 
5. Egypt Coffeehouses 
 
The soffits started firstly the tradition of drinking coffee in Cairo in district of Ezher. (Evren, 1996; 18-19). The 
sheikh himself offers the coffee in recitation of litanies times. Some of soffits are coming from Mecca and Medina.  
The selling place of coffee and coffeehouses places are mainly the streets around the mosque. The coffee as it can be 
drink alone or by passed from hand to hand. (Hattox, 1996; 24-25). 
First coffeehouse has opened in Cairo in 1521 (Toros, 1998; 10). In 1600’s a German observer told that there 
were hundreds of coffeehouses in this place. In 1647 Monconys told about Cairo that there weren’t a street without a 
coffeehouse. In 1666 consumption of coffee in a year was nearly 30 or 35 thousands of boxes in Cairo. Evliya 
Çelebi told that there were 643 coffeehouses in Cairo. Later it was told that there were 1200 and a port city Bulak 
had 100 and old Cairo had 50. (Tuchscherer, 1999; 101-102).  Beginning of 1700, 3000 coffeehouses runs in Cairo. 
(Heise, 2001; 28). 
According to the formal documentaries in Egypt coffeehouse there were nearly 90 cups / seats but European 
travelers told that there were two hundreds or more than three hundreds. Coffeehouses were opened in crowded 
parts in Egypt. There were many coffeehouse opened at the corners of the streets of large commercial buildings. 
And also their places never chanced even if they were sold to other people. For example; Bereket coffeehouse in 
Huttu Babz’z Zuhume was opened in 1559 and worked till 1821 ( Tuchscherer, 1999; 114-115). 
In Egypt coffeehouses were opened early in the morning after coffee drink people ate white cheese. In some 
coffeehouses people ate bread or something like that. The saying of drinking one or two cups of coffee showed the 
commen usage of this drink (Tuchscherer, 1999; 104-105). It was thought that people went to coffee shops after 
Morning Prayer  instead  of  going to  house.  While  we were  doing this  study it  was  told  that  after  Morning Prayer  
people come to these coffeehouses and had breakfast there. 
Some of the coffeehouses in Cairo had special occasions like different ethnic origin or different groups of 
professions. Coffeehouses had a different meaning like trade center. After the death of a person his goods were sold 
here. (Tuchscherer, 1999; 116-117). Coffeehouses had an important meaning for shaping the life style on economy 
and trade. 
Habermas  studied coffeehouses as the representation of the field of public. For Foucalt’s notion coffeehouses 
gathered many things together with heterojen stage as (consumption of drinks, mosque community, theaters, music, 
minstrel, reading, political gathering, bar casino, barber, opium). By this way they will described as heterotopias 
notion (Kömeço÷lu, 2009; 48 & 66). 
Degrees of jobs were not important in coffeehouses for information level. In this place every people can talk 
with everyone and about every subject that he wanted. While talking it was not very good talking about the person’s 
ethnic origin. (Kömeço÷lu, 2001; 98). Coffeehouses are good places for communication. All news delivered from 
there and people could exchange the ideas here (Tuchscherer, 1999; 114-155). By this way it has a duty of making 
communications, chatting and has a function of public opinion. 
In Egypt there were mobile coffee sellers serve to both tradesman and people on the street. Mobile coffee seller 
served to people with duck mouth shaped coffee pot. Also we can find people that they serve coffee the same 
method nowadays (Heise, 2001; 44). 
In the period of Mehmet Ali Paúa in Egypt the starting point of rebellion many agents were put in side the coffee 
shops. Agents brought the information from these shops to the people at the government. By this way instigators 
were taken under control (Hattox, 1996; 90-91). 
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Some of the coffeehouses had a function of center of the deviation behaviors. These coffeehouses were the 
places where bummers went and some of the others were the places where people made music sang songs laughed 
and applause. The coffeehouses were the places for prostitution with women (Deguilhem, 1999; 141). It was known 
that in some those belly dancers were danced. Also there many gays in there and these gays were called shepherd 
“çoban” (Tuchscherer, 1999; 117-123). These coffeehouses the principal elements of the slaughter of the Eastern 
countries, provides in the form described by M. Akif Ersoy (ùengüler, 1991; 340–341). 
 
6. Result and Discussion 
 
After they appeared in this period these places disturbed the governments because of the fans of unwanted ideas. 
At first they help the religious serves but now they are not used to be as before. In Turkey tea shops has the duty of 
this. It is proved that tea shops are preferred by the people who go to the mosques because these places are now near 
or under the mosques.  
In the other hand these tea shops were understood as mosque, dervish, lodges, madrasa by people. Religious 
authority could not close these places so they wanted to use these places for religion and they put religious books 
there to read. The saying of coffeehouse (reading house-kÕraathane) became after this study. After a period the 
coffeehouses had the function of the places where people enjoy and meet as a meeting saloon of mosques dervish 
lodges. 
Coffeehouses became the meeting places of people from different politics, religions and socio-cultural. After the 
governments were aware of incongruous opinions they wanted to prohibit the drinks there and some wanted to 
destruct these places. Some of the directors put some agents in there to learn what the people were talking about 
government. By the way these coffeehouses became the places where the people talk about malpractice 
wrongfulness needs and people taught in these places. 
Entertainment function of coffe houses is also present but some changes happened. These places are the places 
where people can spend less money in long hours. It is easy to find these places in every city village or district. 
Also these places are the hostels for the foreigners. People could find their citizens there and they did not feel 
foreigners and could be social in there.  
Coffeehouses were the places where news delivers when people did not have communication materials. 
Newspapers, magazines, radios, televisions and internet decreases the function of the coffeehouses. 
In coffeehouses people could chat with each other about their problems and by this way they could feel happy 
and relaxed. Especially meeting with neighbors, friends from work school or district could be easy in the 
coffeehouses.  
Nowadays men were dominant in the coffeehouses as it was in the past. It took attention that only men could go 
the coffeehouses. At the beginning going to the coffeehouse was only for drinking coffee but later it changed and 
people go there to sing song play any instrument read some books or to chat and play some games. 
If a young boy wanted show that he is an adult he had to go to the coffeehouse. After going to coffeehouse 
playing some games made the boy self-confident. 
Some changes became on the culture and art facility of the coffeehouse. In fact the understanding of culture and 
art shows differences between people.  For some playing games and chatting was a cultural activity and it could take 
place as a social activity. 
Right and wrong function of the coffee houses for transferring the culture is also the same in this century. 
Chatting, discussing relaxing are the rights and swearing, wasting time are the wrongs of the coffeehouses. 
Nowadays it is disappeared that intellectuals go there and write their books. On the contrary it is criticized by the 
intellectuals. 
Coffeehouses have a function of democratic culture on the people. It was a place gathers the people from every 
job, nation, language, religion. 
Improving the musical interest function was disappeared in the coffeehouses. Making music in there was a 
specialty.  
As in ancient times slang speaking is also a part of the coffeehouses. It can be said that using slang words may 
depend on the time that a person spend there. Also person can use these slang usage in his daily life. 
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B. Tibuk said that people can go coffeehouses easily and can go when he does not have work. And very cheap to 
stay. They can see their friends or relatives there. They can communicate and chat with other people. When you put 
all of these together it shows the strongest way of Turks relations. There is no alcohol there as in ABD and the West 
so people can’t take alcohol and Õt  shortage the usage of alcohol. In country there is a growing unemployment. If 
these people go in the streets they can damage shops and cannot control their behaviors. Turkish people are not rich 
to spend money in rotary clubs. Turkey did not have big public explosions because of coffee houses (Zaman  
Magazine 13.09.2000). Coffee houses have positive results by this headline. 
Coffeehouses appeared after the time period of the source of widespread areas have similar behavior patterns. 
Mecca, Cairo or Istanbul; coffeehouse the detection, location and intended use of the space around the development 
or similar behavior has been generally close to each other. Because the name is the same as mentioned regions 
cultural codes, or are close to each other. Recognition by the Western world with the impact of social change, coffee 
and coffeehouses from variations in behavior has occurred. 
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